BETTER DATA MATTERS ®

Why RBS?
Better data, faster delivery,
and accessible interfaces all

We Are Risk Based Security
Our mission is to provide ‘not just security, the right security’®. That means helping organizations to

make Risk Based Security

prioritize efforts against the threats and vulnerabilities that are most relevant or impactful to their

your best choice for solving

business.

your cyber security
challenges.
Contact us now for the power
to:
• Apply “Better Data” to drive
better business outcomes
• Make safer, smarter
purchase decisions
• Perform better third-party
due diligence
• Integrate safer products

We offer the most comprehensive and timely vulnerability intelligence, breach data, and risk ratings
available on the market. We provide actionable insight into the cybersecurity risks that an
organization faces, including from vulnerabilities they probably don’t know about.

Information Security Is In Our DNA
Established in 2011, RBS has deep roots in information security and vulnerability intelligence. Our
leaders bring extensive experience in security and risk management from the financial services,
insurance, and manufacturing sectors. Their direct involvement in early security industry initiatives
provides the foundation for our comprehensive and practicable intelligence feeds and products,
which are aligned to today’s threats.

and code into your IT
infrastructure
• Leverage informed

As a highly nimble and service-oriented team, we work closely with you to provide the best solution
to meet your requirements, from customizing data access tools to tailored consulting. By enabling

reporting to prioritize risk

you to easily and clearly determine your areas of greatest risk, we empower you to apply resource

remediation

investment according to the areas of greatest need. This risk-based approach supports one

• Better identify and manage
the highest risk vendors

consuming goal: helping you better understand threats and prioritize actions to mitigate them
through the right security approach for your organization.

across your value chain
• Better monitor and
manage your highest risk
vendors
• Gain ready access to
security expertise

Our Solutions
Risk Based Security’s suite of products are the leading sources of vulnerability intelligence, breach
data, and risk ratings. Our suite of products allows organizations to make truly data-driven decisions
when mitigating and remediating risk by providing:
• Risk-based intelligence to drive more effective security decisions and better business outcomes
• Best-in-class vulnerability intelligence that is comprehensive, detailed, and timely
• Comprehensive and actionable breach intelligence based on five-star risk ratings and historical
breach data
• Ready access to information security expertise

www.riskbasedsecurity.com
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CORPORATE OVERVIEW

“The data that Risk Based

The Risk Based Security Platform

Security provides enables us to

Transform your information security program with truly risk-based, asset-centric intelligence. The

lower our overall risk horizon.
Risk Based Security is the most
mature data gathering company
in this space.
Their sources are trustworthy,
and they know what we need
and where to get it. I haven’t had
this experience with any other

Risk Based Security Platform is the most comprehensive and timely vulnerability intelligence, breach
data and risk ratings, mapped to your organizational assets, on a single pane.
With The Platform, security leaders can gain visibility into the overall security posture of their
organization, including their supply chain, with advanced dashboards that draw attention to the
latest vulnerability disclosures that apply to their environment and breach events impacting their
supply chain.

company in this area."
Artea Evans, Information Security
Specialist at AXA XL

VulnDB
VulnDB is the most comprehensive, detailed and timely source of vulnerability intelligence and thirdparty library monitoring. VulnDB is the source of vulnerability intelligence for the Risk Based Security
Platform, tracking over 250,000 vulnerabilities across over 64,000 products – covering IT, OT, IoT, and
open source libraries and dependencies.
VulnDB also contains over 80,000 vulnerabilities not found in the Common Vulnerabilities and
Exposures (CVE) and National Vulnerability Database (NVD). With VulnDB’s data, your team can reveal
the vulnerabilities that apply to your organization, prioritize what impacts your assets and products,
all while facilitating remediation.

Contact Risk Based Security
3308 W Clay St,
Richmond, VA 23230
(855) RBS-RISK
sales@riskbasedsecurity.com

Cyber Risk Analytics (CRA)
Transform data breach headlines into actionable intelligence with Cyber Risk Analytics (CRA). CRA is
the standard for actionable data breach intelligence, risk ratings and supply chain monitoring.
CRA tracks over 50,000 global breach events and provides rich metadata on over 68 classifications
such as costs, industry, geo-location mapping, and more. With this actionable breach intelligence,
your organization can evaluate vendors based on five-star risk ratings and comprehensive historical

www.riskbasedsecurity.com

breach data.

vulndb.cyberriskanalytics.com

Assess and monitor the security posture of the vendors you work with using real-time supply chain

www.cyberriskanalytics.com
www.yourciso.com

monitoring, vendor product alerts, and leaked credentials.

YourCISO
Many businesses are stretched when it comes to security staff. YourCISO provides fast, efficient
security expertise exactly when you need it. YourCISO provides access to expert consultants who
leverage proven tools and reports to thoroughly assess your risk posture, and provides a customized
approach to help mitigate whatever risks they discover.

www.riskbasedsecurity.com
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